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Southern Defeat 1865 Consequences—American Republic
Overthrown by Lincoln and his Socialist Band of Brothers.
America was Converted to a Socialist Democracy in 1865.

The growth of Socialism in America has occurred in 3 stages—

1. Political in 1865—Republic to Socialist Democracy
2.—Economic 1913-1917-Federal Reserve—Federal
Income Tax—Direct election of Senators instead of
Appointment by State Legislature
3.—Cultural 1960-2018—Welfare and Nanny State.
Communism enters American Government.
Introduction by James W. King to the article posted below
written by Joan Hough—an amazing 87 year old true Southern
Belle, American Patriot, and staunch defender of Confederate
History, Heritage, and Culture.

Our Trump President has been quoted as using the word
“McCarthyism.” If the President used the word, as quoted,
somebody needs to explain to him that Joe McCarthy was a good
guy— one of us! He was destroyed —pushed into alcohol— by the
bad folks. The wonderful book explaining this was authored by
M. Stanton Evans. Its title is Blacklisted by History. Evans
convinces me that Bill Buckley was an enemy of McCarthy’s—
trying to pretend friendship by authoring a lackluster book
(McCarthy & His Enemies) supposedly in defense of McCarthy. I
watched probably all the televised doings of the trials conducted
by McCarthy. I did then and do now support McCarthy. I loathe
the New World Order Bushy buddy, Buckley, a pretend-friend of
McCarthy, and a creep who also tried to pretend he was a real
Conservative. Impossible for him to be since he was also a new
world order gangster-member of the CIA— and a Skull and
Bones creature. Buckley was, a “plike" friend turned hatespewing enemy of Robert Wells, founder of the John Birch group.
— (By your enemies, we know your strengths! I am almost
compelled to love anyone Buckley hated!) The McCarthy trials
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were forerunners of the Clinton trials- both had pre-fixed
endings—Republicans sold out on the Clinton thing, even
allowed the trial to center on semen instead of sales-secrets.
Clinton’s selling of military secrets to China somehow got lost on
the blue silk dress. The Clinton lies became less newsworthy
than the fact that he taught thousands upon thousands of little
kids a new term, “oral sex.” The power mongers in Congress
slaughtered McCarthy— because he was right! Too bad they did
not slaughter the Clintons who were right successful liars,
crooks, and traitors. Too bad Buckley was so easily sucked into
the Critical Theorists’ swamp right along with the other sons of
the real (by the original definition) Bourgeoisie, the Bushs, the
McCains, etc.
There is Trump Hope for us, If the information is correct that I
can acquire on internet now—before the United Nations censors
it on order of Commie China, Commie Russia, the Obama’s
gangsters and the Bushy boys. I think that I’ve lived to see the
day that Americans are getting themselves up off their couches,
identifying even the cleverness behind much of the Fox News,
and are making some moves toward the realization that the U.S.
Constitution has been shredded. Some Americans are even
realizing that those of us back in the fifties were the smart ones
because despite the rest of Americans ridiculing us, we warned
about Communists in America—— we knew—that Communists
were hidden deep inside our own government. We didn’t know
they’d ever be Muslim or Chinese Commies in it—but knew there
was and would be Communists sitting behind many a U.S. desk
and standing on many a U.S. church podium, supervising
and/or teaching in every U.S. county/parish school district, and
active in every branch of government, local or national. We knew
even in the fifties that the UN is an institution dominated by evil.
We knew we should get it out of us and us out of it!
The latest wrinkle in the Commie tablecloth is this Constitution
rewriting slop. Only the dummies among us can honestly believe
that the folks behind a Constitutional Convention by any name
cannot know who will take it over—and what the result will be. If
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you happen to hold the slightest doubt about the takeover— then
please, please, please get a second-hand copy of the text telling
the truth about the takeover of the American Psychological
Association, the APA, and learn how Communists — managed to
make homosexuality, Lesbianism and every other kind of sexual
perversion not only NORMAL, but desirable! They did this in
only two years of effort. The book to read is Shadow in the Land
by Congressman William Dannemyer. Amazon may have it.
The enemies of American freedoms are wily. They know just
how to use good folks to do their evil works. Many of the
pushers of the Constitutional rewrite plans are useful idiots
being well used by the enemies of the Constitution. We do not
need to rewrite the Constitution at a time when our land is
overflowing with folks completely ignorant of the freedoms our
Constitution guarantees us. Of course, eventually we should
repeal most of the amendments illegally added to the
Constitution after 1865, but attempting to do that now will erase
the entire U.S. Constitution and make us another Russia or
China or a Middle Eastern nothing. Every day that passes—
every program and plan advocated by the Kissinger bunch, the
global gangsters—and the Bushs who voted for Hillary— proves
that the New World Order bunch is simply the UN’s evil doers
who need a good dose of ex-lax to aid their elimination, or a nice
ride out of town on some stick of wood to cause their elimination
—or maybe a grand ride on that same, high in the air, sharp
edged board called “the mule.” |It was a torture devise employed
by noble Yankees—something they gleefully forced starving,
freezing Confederate boys to “ride” while those boys were in Hell
hole prisons in Chicago, New York, etc.
The swamp dwellers think those of us with dry toes are too
stupid to do anything but swallow what we’re fed by the
television and newspaper gooroos (the five ultra-rich families that
own virtually all the media). We don’t believe the words of our
blubbering US Senators and Congressmen— the ones whose
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pocket jingle- or the ones being blackmailed or the ones having
their loved ones threatened. How anybody with even half a
functioning brain could not figure out that McCain was the “in
case” candidate for the Presidency—put out there for us in case
the first choice of the Unholy CFR, Trilaterals, Bilderbergs and
International Bankers, Obama, just happened to lose the
election. And this bit of big publicity- concerning who was
undesired at McCain’s funeral? What a compliment—to be
undesired by such a toad. McCain was a man whose truthful
behavior should have prohibited even his wealthy and famous
relatives from inflicting him on the American public—by putting
him in the office of U.S. Senator. McCain was more than willing
to get a pretty Christian girl to join his team so he’d have
somebody to blame after his expected loss was realized. Why on
earth, otherwise, would he have chosen a female—and one he
evidently didn’t like? Because she was the perfect sacrificial
lamb…and everything could be blamed on her. I did not vote for
Obama; I did not vote for McCain. My dead military spouses
made a vote for either of these two “things” impossible for me. I
knew Obama was a lie and a liar. I could not vote for McCain
after I saw the tears he caused family members of the never
accounted for American soldiers who were taken from Vietnam to
China or Russia. I could not vote for him after watching his
revolting, insulting behavior —how he treated those poor soldierboys’ relatives. — (This can still can be seen on YouTube.) I
could not vote for McCain after learning of the hundreds of
broadcasts he made to help the Communists brainwash captive
Americans.
McCain claimed we deliberately bombed schools and
hospitals—that we committed all kinds of nasty horrors. He
caused no telling how many American deaths because he
blabbed the routes and times, of our planes, etc. I saw him lying
all cleaned up on pristine sheets in Vietnam— supposedly
refusing to come home until all Americans were released. He
would not let the enemy release him from captivity. Imagine
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that! Such power he had, he could even make his enemies obey
his wishes! WOW! Later I saw a photo of him hugging his
Communist captor when the guy appeared in America. (He
hugged a torturer?) I believed and still believe—that a vote for
the lesser of two evils is still evil. Besides that, I wasn’t sure
McCain was the lesser— just that he was SAID to be the lesser,
by those attempting to make us vote. Had he ended up elected—
there would be none of the great awakening I am now witnessing
in our America. We would have been given more of the same old,
same old conditioning—and like good little sheep, would have
wallowed, happily, in it. Obama’s great evil presence caused
hundreds of thousands of Americans to wake up and smell the
Communism permeating our very air! I have long been among
those Americans aware that there is not an ounce of difference in
the two Political Parties—that the folks who select the
candidates, do not care which one we vote for—that both
candidates are merely toys for the nation’s real controllers.
Unlike most Americans, however, I do know who really created
the Republican Party and who took over the Democratic Party. I
welcome the new cleansing burst of pure energy Mr. Trump
brings into our land. His form of Republicanism, I relish. I voted
for him— fully expecting that no matter how many of us did—
the vote would be counted incorrectly. I am thrilled that no
matter the efforts of the Hillary-Sanders brainwashed young and
their elderly brainwashers, for once in my lifetime good prevailed
over evil! I am, as are an ever-growing number of Americans,
convinced that evil is overwhelming our continent—and its name
is both Republican and Democrat.
I am convinced that evil encompasses beguiled and bewildered
voters, causing them to think the popular vote is something
wonderful— that we should do away with the Electoral College.
In their deliberately inculcated ignorance, these people are
blissfully unaware that the popular vote would see only the big
city apartment dwellers put candidates into office who would-be
politicians the controllers can easily control. Voting by people in
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towns and rural areas would be nothing more than a useless
exercise. Democracy is a lovely idea, but a horrible reality. Had
I my way—I’d have some voting requirements- that included
literacy- (must read at least 7th grade level) and ownership of
non-movable property; however, my preference is that we
eliminate property taxes and personal income taxes and go back
to the way we started out— and started out so well — by using
the tariffs to support a weak central government— with all real
power belonging to the individual states and not to Mr. Lincoln’s
all powerful, totally unconstitutional, central government. This,
of course, would mean we’d get rid of that horrible position
known as Secretary of Education—and give the schools back to
the people. We could eliminate all that brainwashing slop the
Critical Theorists (updated Marxists) put into American
education back in the thirties— something that has grown so
that today’s University graduates think the borders should all be
open, and the United Nations should police the United States.
They don’t even know who fought in the American Revolution—or
why the South seceded— and especially why the South fought a
war. Even the University professors have been too brainwashed
to know the answer to the latter and insist on propagandizing the
lie that the War of 1861-1865 was fought to free the slaves. The
New England “winners” history” is the only history most authors,
journalists, educators, actors, writers, politicians, preachers,
teachers know— so the South deserved what it got—hell! I think
Trump is America’s only hope. —maybe our last hope and that is
why the big, bad Republican elites detest him so immensely. If
I’m wrong about Trump— it’s because I am cognizant that our
situation is lethal unless Trump is our Superman. No matter—
Superman or not, he’s our bravest human— the only one of that
kind to sit in the Oval Office since before Lincoln soiled the
chair.
I just hope Trump remains safe—and can receive the kind of
advice that will enable him to protect us from the UN’s global
gang of updated Marxists—those biological or ideological heirs of
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the 1848 Communists. Communists have been working for
centuries to make all of us equally dumbed down, equally
enslaved while they become our superiors. They will have us
equally doing only what they tell us to do—think what they tell
us to think, say what they allow us to say, work where they say
work, eat what they say eat, and live where they say live and
while they say we can. They will grow richer and richer and
more and more powerful—killing us off whenever the whim hits
them that the earth is overpopulated, or they don’t like the color
of our skin, the shape of our noses, our freckles, the sound of
our voices, or the look in our eyes! I’d not be surprised if they
create Edgar Rice Burroughs' world wherein humans are raised
for beasts of burden or for consumption by their superiors—then
they’ll drink our blood and grind our bones into face powder for
the female and/or male bed warmers.
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